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Greetings Senator:

We are writing in support of the State Central Register (SCR) relbrm bill. S.6427A!ASO6OA,
which would change the law to lessen the harmful consequences of child welfare investigation

on families. Thank you for supporting this important piece of legislation this session.

Founded in 2005. Rise has worked with more than 350 parents nationwide to write about their

experiences with the child welfare system. Rise’s mission is to build parent leadership to drive

child welfare solutions that parents believe will help their families thrive. This letter reflects the

perspectives of more than two dozen parents and parent advocates that Rise currently works
with, and the experiences of hundreds more who have contributed to Rise.

I am Rise’s Training Director, and a parent affected by the child tclfarc system. I lead Rise’s
work consulting with the Administration for Children’s Services and other agencies to improve
their practice with families. I also sit on ciW and statewide commissions next to top child welfare
officials. But despite all of my accomplishments, I still have a mark on my record from the case
against me almost two decades ago. That’s because under current law, reports to the SCR that
have been “indicated” remain on a parent’s record for 10 years past the 18th birthday of their
youngest child named on the report. These records can exclude parents from whole categories of
employment, even when they’ve never been reviewed by a judge. My own record has followed
me for 17 years, every time I have applied for ajob dealing with children. I have tried several
times to seal the contents, but I have been denied each time, even though I have&t had child
welfare involved in my life since 2002.

In New York City, more families than ever before are being investigated by child protective

services. I personally know the shame and the challenges these parents face after being labeled
from an investigation. I have also seen how high rates of investigations in certain communities.
like mine in the Bronx, affect mostly low-income families of color. Parents in these communities
end up with limited job options because these labels exclude them from entire categories of
employment. When you consider that over 70% of eases involve allegations of neglect. which



are largely connected to poverty, you have to wonder why this system punishes poor families bylimiting their opportunities.

if passed. S.6427A/AXO6OA would result in several important changes for families facingrnestigatinn, including changing the standard for indication to bring the law in New York in linewith the vast majority of states. improving the integrity of child protective determinations,protecting parent’s due process rights by simplifying procedures to challenge determinations, andshortening the time period for which labels follow parents and limit their economicopportunities.

Currently, when child protective services investigates a report of child neglect or abuse, theyonly need to find Theme credible evidence” to indicate the report. “Some credible evidence” is avery low standard, and New York is one of only nine states to apply such a low standard to childprotective investigations. “Some credible evidence” doesn’t require an investigator to considerthe weight of the evidence, or to balance that evidence against exculpatory factors. This low baris out of sync with the significant consequences of indication, which has the effect of escalatingintervention for many cases and is a label that remains on parents’ records and affects theiremployment opportunities. When employers or child protective workers see an indicated case ina parents’ history, they treat it as they would a “guilty” label, even though the evidence behindthe label may be minimal, and the standard on which it is based is far below any standard appliedin a civil or criminal court.

S.6427NA8060A would change the standard of proof for indicating a case to a “preponderance
of evidence,” the same standard applied by Family Courts when hearing neglect and abuse cases.The higher standard would lessen the harmful consequences of the high rates of investigation in
New York, particularLy in low-income communities of color which are disproportionately
impacted by child welfare investigation.

S.6427A1A8060A would also remove unnecessary bafflers to employment for parents by
improving procedures [hr parents’ to challenge SCR records, opening up avenues for parents to
present evidence of rehabilitations, and automatically sealing indicated reports of neglect after 8
years for most employment purposes. I know I’m not the same person today that I was when I
had my investigation.

Please pass this important legislation so that parents like me will no longer have to live with the
stigma of old labels that don’t relate to our current reality, and the thousands of families living
with unfair limits on their growth will be able to move forward, out from behind the shadow of
past investigations.

Tha you for your time and service,

Jeancn,àraining Dircctor, and the entire leadership and parent community of Rise


